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Milestone	  Games	  

Congratulations	  to	  all	  the	  Milestone	  Game	  Achievements	  reached	  across	  the	  Club	  in	  recent	  weeks:	  

	  
100	  Games	  
Jack	  Parisi	  	  
Jordan	  McCorkell	  
Ryan	  Valentine	  
	  

50	  Games	  
Archie	  Woods	  
Mack	  Higginbotham	  
Daniel	  Martin	  
William	  Hearn	  
Patrick	  Panoussis	  
David	  Swan	  
Corbin	  Howes	  
	  

	  
Well	  done	  to	  Jordan	  McCorkell	  –	  100	  Ashy	  Games	  
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Congrats	  to	  Arch	  and	  Mack	  –	  always	  great	  to	  celebrate	  50	  Games	  with	  a	  mate	  

	  

	  
Well	  done	  Danny	  on	  50	  Games!	  You’re	  a	  lynchpin	  in	  the	  U11	  White	  team.	   	  
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Club	  Events	  

Sunday	  4	  June	  	  

Team	  Photos	  	  

Sunday	  4	  June	  from	  5:30pm	  

Join	  us	  on	  Sunday	  4th	  of	  June	  from	  5:30pm	  for	  Club	  Night.	  	  
	  
From	  6:30pm	  we’ll	  be	  presenting:	  
	  
• Milestone	  Games	  	  
• Player	  of	  the	  Month	  (May)	  
• Volunteer	  Awards	  (Ashy	  Above	  &	  Beyond)	  
• Hear	  how	  our	  U12	  &	  U13	  teams	  are	  going	  
• Best	  on	  Ground	  at	  the	  Ashy	  Gala	  Night	  	  
On	  the	  menu	  there’ll	  be:	  
• Homemade	  Hamburgers	  
• Sausage	  Sizzle	  
• Hot	  Chips	  
	  
Try	  your	  luck	  in	  the	  Meat	  Tray	  Raffle	  (kindly	  donated	  by	  Ashburton	  Meats)	  or	  a	  spin	  on	  Ash’s	  
Wheel	  –	  plenty	  of	  great	  prizes	  up	  for	  grabs!	  
	  
All	  RSVPs	  via	  TeamStuff	  for	  catering	  purposes	  please.	  

Friday	  16	  June	  from	  5:30pm	  	  

Club	  Night	  

Saturday	  22	  July	  –	  Ashy’s	  Got	  Talent	  
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
The rain held off and we had a lovely, sunny morning for this 
week's game. Our boys' spirits matched the weather - 
energetic, cheerful and hardworking in the match - well done 
lads. Special mentions this week to Tom N - another 
powerful display, Hayden E - lots of speedy running and 
driving the ball into our forward line, earning this week's 
b.o.g. medal, Angus Mc - a lovely spin and snapped goal to 
get the scoring started, Oscar K - following up with his own 
spin and snap over his shoulder goal two minutes later, 
James O - a tough tackle bringing down a player much 
bigger than him, James B tapping the ball off the ground like 
we practised in training, Lachie, Billy and Brad with their 
hard-running, Jack N another strong mark and goal. Special 

mention also to Tom D and his trio in defence - first quartet 
to nail our huddle kick-in set play. First go was almost there, 
second attempt worked beautifully getting three lads running 
into space with Tom's long kick finding a target. Well done 
boys! All round great effort to all the lads! 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Big Tom N a barnstorming, powerhouse goal shrugging off 
three players. Angus a lovely spin and snap over his 
shoulder. 
Q8: Top team player 
Hayden and Angus Mc. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Back at home this week after last weeks round robin, we 
were up against the Camberwell Sharks. All of the skills were 
on display in what was our best team performance for the 
season thus far. Kicking to space, strong tackling, great 
marking and long goals were all a great feature. Keep up the 
great effort boys, we are improving every week. 
Q3: Best players 
Another great team effort, with special mentions to Harry H 
who won the opposition team medal and Seb and Xavier 
who won the footy card packs for strong defence all day 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Tyler - 3 goals, Harry - 2 goals, Cooper - 1, Xavier - 1 
 
 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Harry kicked a long left foot goal from 50m (well... 25m) 
Q6: Play of the day 
There were a number great passages of play where the boys 
moved the ball from defence to attack for a shot on goal 
without the opposition touching the ball. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Thomas took a strong chest mark in a pack of 6 players at 
centre half forward. A great moment for our captain on the 
day. 
Q8: Top team player 
William Wickham took a number of great marks and was 
very accurate with his kicking in finding his team mates. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
The SE Products Under 8 Reds made our way out to 
Glenferrie Oval at the adult-friendly timeslot of 10am - much 
appreciated given Gala commitments the night before. The 
boys knew they were up against tough opposition and under 
the watchful eye of the Michael Tuck stand, they came to 
play the Ashy way. Within a minute of starting Leaping Leo 
benefited from a chain of handballs, streamed into an open 
forward line and kicked our first major. The boys played great 
team footy, sharing it around with creative handball and 
setting up players in a better position to kick goals. Oli T had 
a hand in three goals. All the more important to give them 
away than kick them yourself implored the Coach! At half 
time we had played a great brand of footy and in the 
hypothetical event that a score had been kept, I suspect the 
Redback lads were a smidgeon in front. Then in the third 
quarter we lost our way a bit and stopped Hunting the Ball. 
We lost our tackle pressure. We stopped helping out our 
team mates. Coach Pietschy, mustering all he had left from 3 
hours sleep, called on the boys to work for each other. And 
work they did, running all over the top of the young Hawthorn 
Citizens. 
Q3: Best players 
Lachie Pietsch took the medal after a fine display of Hunting 
the Ball and laying some great tackles. Given he almost had 
his head taken off the day before at Auskick, it was a fine 
comeback from young Pietschy! Oli D laid more tackles than 
Patty Cripps did that same afternoon and gave off lots of 

handballs through the middle. Symesy was big for us again. 
Liam Burgher took marks and laid off plenty of handballs. 
Brady was tough at it as usual getting plenty of the ball. 
Braschy kicked a goal when we needed one. So did Gilly. 
Juddy did too. Coops got plenty of it as he does weekly 
taking some timely marks too. Leo was outstanding. Lenny 
showed his usual class and laid countless tackles. Oli T 
made a great comeback from injury and showed dash with a 
great run through the middle with two bounces and a big kick 
into the forward line. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
There were quite a few..... 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Leo's opener was pretty good 
Q6: Play of the day 
A chain of handballs starting in the middle from Oli D, to 
Liam to Brady to Coops that resulted in a goal. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Brady Shipton took a hugely courageous pack mark backing 
back, squeezed between two Hawkers, that saved us a goal 
on the last line of defence. 
Q8: Top team player 
Oli D took the chicken and chips. A fearless little player who 
always sacrifices his own game for the team. His tackling 
and contested handball was a sight to see! 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our team focus this week was to make sure we always knew 
where our opposition players were, to get to the ball first, 
always kick and handball quickly and accurately to our 
teammates and when the other team had the ball, tackle, 
tackle, tackle! We started well and had a fairly even first 
quarter, with Hawthorn Citizens and ourselves both kicking 
goals. But after quarter time our tackle level really increased 
meaning Hawthorn Citizens couldn’t get away from us and 
we began to dominate the game. Well done boys. A real full 
team effort. 
 

Q3: Best players 
Luke D, Luke S, Will T, Ashton, Max, Khris, Lucas A, Will W 
Q6: Play of the day 
It was again really hard to choose one stand-out play but the 
tackling after quarter time by everybody was fantastic. In the 
last quarter we put a challenge on the mid-field group (Luke 
S, Ashton, Will W and Ben), to see if they could stop the ball 
from going into the other team’s forward line at all in the 
quarter, which they achieved – great effort. Sorry to our 
backline who didn’t get to touch the ball once that quarter!!! 
Another awesome bit of play was performed by Lucas A. 
With the ball in a pack in the middle of the ground, a 
Hawthorn Citizens player tried to break away with the ball but 
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Lucas A performed a great tackle and the ball got knocked 
away. Another Hawthorn Citizens player then picked the ball 
up and began to run towards their forward line. Lucas A 
quickly took chase again and just as the player was about to 
kick long towards the Hawthorn Citizen goals, Lucas 
performed another ripping tackle, stopping the other team’s 
movement of the ball forward and getting a free kick for a 
great chase and tackle. An awesome second effort and a 
great example of not letting anyone get past us or away from 
us. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
There were two stand-out marks this week. One from Will T 
in the forward area running backwards with the flight of the 
ball and competing in the air with a Hawthorn Citizens player. 
The Hawthorn Citizens player was in a better position but 
Will wanted it more and ran backwards and took a gutsy 
mark in his hands basically wrenching it away from the 
opposition player. Another great mark was taken by Maxxy 
who was down in our defence and ran sideways to chase a 

skied ball. With a player from the other team closing in from 
the opposite direction Max never took his eye off the ball and 
jumped up and grabbed the ball on his chest as the other 
player collected his feet sending him flying. But Max never let 
go of the ball, landing awkwardly but OK. Well done you two. 
Q8: Top team player 
Well done Lucas A for getting the opposition coaches award 
for your chase on the ball and the opposition players. Our top 
team player goes to someone who demonstrated what 
running hard to get to the ball first really means. Luke D got 
heaps of the ball this week simply because he ran harder 
than everyone else to get to the ball first. Both in his time in 
the midfield and in the last quarter in our forward line, he out-
ran his opponents time after time, and then when he got the 
ball used it cleverly to get it to his teammates up the ground. 
Great running Luke. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  

Q2: Match Review Summary 
Although a different experience for some, four hours, a cold 
start and the threat of rain certainly didn’t deter the boys who 
played hard in all four 12 minute rounds and clearly enjoyed 
the day. Amongst the many highlights were the two 
spectacular marks by Lachie Morris and Max Signorelli and 
other great marks by Sammy H and the three James’ - T, M 
and H. With one contested mark from Ollie and Xavier with 
their eyes closed!? Whilst goals were elusive the goal kickers 
were Sammy Hoy and Lachie Morris and those also 
peppering the goal square were Leo, Orlando, Jasper and 
Josh. Some great tackling including those by both Joshs and 
Lachie Frazer. Max was unlucky not to get a free for a high 
tackle but soon after showed his own tackling skill. The work 
rate for all the boys was high and size never seems to deter 
Sammy H and Max who are always found in the heat of the 
contest. Hard at the ball and plenty of touches were Will, 
Jack, Jappie, Alex Taylor and Leo, whilst Josh Murray 
showed his speed out of the pack and candy selling skill. 
Always plenty of contest around the ball by James H, Sam B, 
Lachie B, Lachie D, Lachie F and Lachie M, James M and 
Xavier whilst Alex used his height and skill to move through 
the pack. Well done to all the boys on a marathon day. 
Q3: Best players 
Everyone played well today but the best on ground was 
Jappy's Dad Tas for his beautiful scones and homemade 
raspberry Jam. 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Main goal kickers were Sammy Hoy and Lachie Morris. Well 
done boys. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Had to be Sammy's play on and long shot at goal that 
bounced through for the last 5 metres. The score review 
suggested it was touched 10 metres out but the score review 
was wrong! All clear, full points!!! 
Q6: Play of the day 
There was some great tackling and pressure but the play of 
the day was when we almost went coast to coast after a kick 
out. Our kicking and marking has improved significantly. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Lachie D took a ripper and so did Jack down back. We had 
plenty of screamers in the 4 hour marathon. 
Q8: Top team player 
Today it was hard to give this award. Maybe Wills sister 
Addison because she looked after Sam's brother Isaac all 
morning? Maybe Tas because of his cooking? But probably 
best to give it to the coach who came straight off night shift to 
coach us brilliantly all day. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Completed by Ollie A. 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
Well...The Weather Gods shined on us for Tackers Round 
Robin extravaganza. Somehow we managed to play all 4 
games without getting wet. Our set up was close to perfect, 3 
gazebo’s, full size BBQ, chairs, tables, footy card trade zone, 
overlooking our ground and right next to the Jumping Castle. 
What more could 8 year old’s ask for!!  The BBQ was 
sparked up just before the first game and gave the boys a 
great post match snack, in fact I think after all the games the 
boys added another sausage. We need to thank Ashburton 
Meats for their sponsorship and make sure you let them 
know where you are from whenever you drop in. It was 
fast and frenetic football with games only lasting 12 minutes 
and a 30 second half time break, which sent our normal 
Chocolate awards into meltdown, luckily with our new 
Cadbury sponsorship we had enough chocolates for all the 
boys to receive a reward. Added to that everyone got a footy 
from the day and the way they played they all deserved it. 
We had 3 solid wins and the team work is really starting to 
take shape. 
Q3: Best players 
Every team member provided a highlight of the day and in no 
particular order they were: •Jonny – best individual jumping 
castle effort. He even gave up playing 3 games to ensure he 
maximized his time on the castle!! •Cooper – for the biggest 
tackle of the day, fierce and strong, I’m glad I wasn’t on the 
end of it. •Max M – so pleased to get his 4th game, then the 
first player to have to come off injured •AK – so pleased 

when he managed to get a run for his 4th game after Max’s 
injury only to be injured in the first 60 seconds with a huge 
wipeout. All ok in the end though. •Hamish – best mid fielder 
for the day. •Oliver – awesome captains goal in the third 
game – great leadership, when the team needed it •Jonty – 
able to complete the warm up handballs with a sausage in 
hand and then some great running to space during the 
games •Justin – best goal celebration and 2 great shepherds 
in a single play •Spencer – best vision and holding play until 
team mates had run to space •Sam – best piece of roving for 
the day •Charles – best ruck work…..you have a bit of an 
advantage here, and you are really finding your team mates 
with your taps now. •Patrick – best defender of the day •Will 
– best evader of tacklers…..let’s hope they never work out 
you are left footed •Luke – great defensive pressure, rumour 
has it your water bottle was loaded with Gatorade? •Finn – 
best pressure chase of opposition. He did it all day. •Harry – 
the “never want to leave” award – he was still in the jumping 
castle as they were packing it up •Max T – Best lead of the 
day •Michael – The “Never Stops” award, we don’t know 
where he gets all his energy from, he was later seen down at 
the club still kicking the footy •Jack – best mark •Aiden – best 
sportsmanship - for keeping his cool after the ball took a 90 
degree deflection off his leg while being at full back, only to 
be given a goal by our very own Shawey. A great sign of 
good sportsmanship under pressure 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
It was the annual Round Robin for the boys today, so a brief 
summary for this week. The boys came out firing in the 1st 
game which was pleasing, it certainly was our best start to a 
game yet, the boys moved the ball around and we outscored 
the Camberwell 4 in game 1. In the 2nd game we played 
Hawthorn Citizens again as in previous weeks they moved 
the ball around well, we need to continue to work on tagging 
their players and keeping the pressure on. In the 3rd we 
certainly outplayed Surrey Park S with the boys playing 
tough football and dominating in the centre of the ground, 
they didn’t have a chance. The boys lead well out of the 
backline and kicked to the hotspot resulting in a number of 
goals and points. Finally in the 4th we played a well drilled 

team in Banyule G, a team we will have to be on our game to 
beat when we meet them next. 
Q3: Best players 
Torben, Oscar, James Harris, Luca C, Jordan R 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
James Harris, Jordan D, Luca C 
Q5: Goal of the day 
James Harris from the pocket 
Q6: Play of the day 
Oscar from the centre delivered to Luca M 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Harvey with a "specky" on the wing 
Q8: Top team player 
Torben 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy RB White played 4 Matches at Bulleen reserve on a 
overcast day during the U9s Sunday Carnival at Bulleen. 
Match 1 was against Kew colts where we more than held our 
own in a tight struggle. Both teams were well matched up 
and the 12 minute game was very tight from start to finish. 
Match 2 We played Camberwell, and our team hit its straps 
as we played a great game with all Ashy's having a red hot 
crack. Match 3 - V McCloud we met our Match and got little 
Overawed by the occasion. We held them for the 1st Half 
and then the flood gates opened and we found it hard to 
stick to our team rules. They were just too good. Game 4 - V 
Warrandyte. After a quick break we played our last game 
and finished on a high note putting our team rules into play 
and moving the ball to players in space. For me this was our 

best match of the day and the kids took off having had a 
great day with a brand new footy under their arm. 
Q3: Best players 
All had a red hot crack 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Numerous 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Too many great goals to recall one 
Q6: Play of the day 
Our last half of our last game was a cracker. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Too many to recall 
Q8: Top team player 
Couldn't pick just one. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Ashy 38 def Parade St Damians 32 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
A very tight game today at our home ground, and it's just 
what our team needed. Parade St Damians were the visiting 
team and they came with all guns blazing. Jellis Craig U10 
Black had to work hard and remain focused in what was a 
goal for goal shoot out. All players showed great 
determination and gave a terrific effort to deny the opposition 
any chance to run over our team - Ashy held on to a 7 point 
win at the final siren. Ashy 5 8 31 def Parade St Damians 4 7 
31. 
Q3: Best players 
Lachie S, James O, Ben M, Harry R, Mitchell, Julian, Jamon. 

 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Kurt 1, Lachie S 1, Harry R 1, Charlie 1, Ben A 1. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Goal assist awarded to Charlie for his very clever use of the 
body, then kicking to his team mate which resulted in a goal. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Matthew denied the opposition a crucial clearance with a 
very gutsy smoother. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jamon took a screamer in the first quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Opposition medal awarded to Harry R. 
Q9: Completed by Coach 

	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 15.15 (105) d North Brunswick 1.0 (6) Icy conditions 
greeted our intrepid under 10 heroes as they lined up for 
traditional photos before taking on traditional rivals North 
Brunswick at Burwood Upper for Round 6. And as is the 
case with traditional club photo shoots, it was probably 
easier to get into a Schapelle Corby press conference than it 
was to access the makeshift Ashy studio. Head Coach Peter 
'Mumbles' Martin returned in triumph after another successful 
interstate Ute Muster that earned him the coveted Silver 
Doughnut for his triple burnout fishtail in his lowered HD 
Sandman. But while away, the coaching suitors had been 
circling. Captain Clipboard Nick Adams had disposed of his 
tracksuit for a checked brown corduroy jacket that looked 
suspiciously like it had been handed down by legendary 
Melbourne coach Norm Smith after the 1955 Grand Final. In 
fact, Adams was so focused on security threats during the 
photo sessions that he set up a barrier of rubber orange 
bollards across the pre-match dressing room floor to keep 
out intruders. Another contender and one of Australia's 
leading public servants, heavy-hitting Paul 'Perks' Urquhart 
jetted in just in time after a week-long international postal 
'conference' in the Maldives where he had given the main 
address (no pun). And as we branched out in budding 
conversations about other coaching options, new Ashy Dad 
Richard Playne revealed he had been at log-gerheads with 

his local council protecting some heritage listed trees. 
Ironically, Playne's tree pleas were directed to Jason Boulter 
(ex Trinity*). And to top it all off, Paul "Cuddles" Harmon 
turned up on crutches in a show of solidarity with most of his 
family. While the bad news is that they have suffered every 
form of injury, the good news is that the Harmon family are 
major shareholders in ambulant mobility apparatus devices 
(ie crutches). But, we were here for the footy and once the 
siren went, the boys were away. In one of the most 
comprehensive performances, the Ashy line-up hit their 
straps from the start - a fired-up Jonny 'B Double' Branagan 
led the way with Lucky Luca Dal Pozzo, The Postman Jack 
Urquhart, "Delicate" Donantony Boulter, Jayden Rowdy Reid, 
the Bazouka Brothers Alex and Christian, Anthony Costa 
Packet, Good News Goodwin, Jumbo Playne and Lucas 
Leap of Faith Huggins right behind. By half time the Ashy 
boys had cleared away but that is when the visitors dug in 
and showed true fight. Despite being outnumbered, North 
Brunswick fought back and scored an incredible goal in the 
third to make a contest of it and pushed the home side. The 
efforts finally took their toll on the visitors but it was a 
tremendous performance all the same. Well done to both 
sides in cold tough conditions. 
Q3: Best players 
Lofty Louis Jones (BOG); Alex Bouyoukas; Danger Grainger; 
Louis 'Jumbo' Playne; Teddy Hall; Jack Urquhart; Josh the 
Warden Martin 
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Q4: Goal Kickers 
Urquhart 3.2; Hall 3.0; Goodwin 2.1; Christian B 2.0; Alex B 
1.2; Reid 1.2; Adams 1.0; Huggins 1.0; Grainger 1.0; 
Harmon 0.2; Worthley 0.2; Branagan 0.1; Martin 0.1; Jones 
0.1; Boulter 0.1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Not a goal but nearly. Q4 Lofty Louis Jones snaps high from 
forward pocket, over the shoulder but hits the very TOP of 
the goal post 
Q6: Play of the day 

Q4 Lucas Huggins half forward, "don't argue' spins past 
three defenders, 25 metre goal. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Josh Martin Q3 under pressure in the middle, sat and waited. 
Copped the pack but never took his eyes off the ball 
Q8: Top team player 
Lucas Simionato's Dad Rob. When the roller door at the front 
of the canteen became jammed, he risked life and limb by 
banging on the door to get it open. Selfless. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Mark Branagan 
	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Banyule 8-8-56    Redbacks 4-4-28 
An exciting and tough fought out game, the scoreboard did 
not reflect the efforts of the team and I look back as a game 
we could have won. The team came ready to play and did all 
the things we have been talking about the past few weeks. 
The backs stayed on their men, the huddle was done after 
each behind, with long kicks to the designate person 
executed with precision. The forward ran forward to give 
marking options and look to pass of or kick to the hot spot, a 
four goal game was a great reward for the efforts. Midfield 
set up with the centre bounce formation we practiced and the 
first hand on the tap was used to our advantage. The boys 
responded to some set positions with other rotating in 
supporting roles, with limited number on bench, the team 
never stopped running all day and fought game out to the 
end. Exciting times ahead with our great team of kids. 
 . 
Q3: Best players 
Will Naismith (Medal & Chicken Dinner Award),  
Michael - Milky Way and lead the way as co-captain this 
week.  
Will O’Haire - Fantail as Big fan of this co-captains game, 
Logan - Boost Award- gave the team a boost across half 
back and deep in defence,  

Taylor - Mars Award - great marking and work hard all day 
with no rest.  
Henry - Minties moment for ruck all day with some clean 
taps.  
Tom Davies- Crunch Award- hit packs across CHF and hard 
attack on ball,  
Tom V - Hot Chocolate Award as was running hot in the goal 
square.  
Tyson - Ovaltine - controlled the kick ins with length & 
precision, gave dash out of backline 
 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Tom Verge 2, Ben Swift 1, Taylor Carlise1  
 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ben Swift moving swiftly through the forward line to guide it 
though the big sticks for a momentum building goal 
 
Q6: Mark of the Day 
Taylor courageous mark under pressure and getting 
smashed in the process, but still playing the game out. 
 
Q7: Completed by Assistant Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
Away game V Brunswick. Brunswick 1.1.7 def. by Ashy 
16.12.108. Dominant display by U10 White from start to 
finish with ferocious attack on the footy and numbers at the 
contest being real features. A spread of goal kickers and 
unselfish play in the front half was very pleasing. 
Q3: Best players 
Dew, Dikeos, Rehfisch, Douez, Sutherland, Holman, Jurac, 
Hendriks. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Dikeos 4, Holman 3, Sheddin 2, Christie 2, Hendriks 1, Miller 
1, Sutherland 1. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
George Dikeos. George's attack on the ball was a prominent 
feature all day and demonstrated this when bursting through 
a pack and driving the ball through the big sticks from some 
distance. 

Q6: Play of the day 
Josh Holman. Josh had opportunities to kick many goals but 
was very unselfish feeding off the ball to team mates in 
better position to kick goals. A very sportsmanlike 
performance. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jett Miller. Jett took a strong overhead mark in the last 
quarter that typified his dedication to improving his game. 
Fantastic from a ' first year player ' 
Q8: Top team player 
Tom Dew. Tom had the ruck duties from the first bounce and 
won many tap outs to advantage. His work rate was 1st class 
all day and was responsible for getting his team off to a great 
start. Top stuff Tom! 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
 
Hawthorn Citz 57 v Ashy 20 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Another game against a quality opposition in Hawthorn 
Citizens who for the first 2.5 quarters showed are boys how 
to play good strong play on football. To the credit of our boys 
they came out firing in the last quarter with terrific attack at 
the football in the air, on the ground and they provided 
immense pressure around the packs and we were able to 
open up the game and provide a number of link up plays 
resulting in 6 scoring shots to 2 whilst kicking into the breeze. 
Q3: Best players 
James McLisky, James Jonsen, Mac Marshall, Joshua Drew 
and Zach Foster 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
James Jonsen and Mac Marshall 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Zach won a ground contested ball in the forward line and 
handballed out to Mac who ran and handballed to James 
who ran around on the arch and kicked a lovely goal. 

Q6: Play of the day 
Tough link up play through contested ball efforts that took the 
ball from half back to the forward pocket involving Lucas, 
Jibber, Mac, James Jonsen, Zach, 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Jibber and James Jonsen took a number of marks backing 
back. 
Q8: Top team player 
Josh Drew’s effort in the last quarter to split backs in marking 
contests and on the ground and provide great drive. James 
Jonsen contesting with 3 players out on the wing. Henry 
Docs burst into the forward line nearly resulting in a goal. 
Emerson’s run from behind in the last quarter to open the 
play and drive the ball long. Tackle pressure Lucas, Kai, 
Zach and Emerson in the last quarter. Jacob and Finn’s 
spoiling efforts in the last quarter. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Bundoora 25 def Ashy 20 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Another trek away from home for the little fellas this week as 
they were confronted by Bundoora at their home ground. The 
boys burst onto the field through a banner for Archie W and 
Mack’s 50th games. During the first half the boys displayed 
pressure like we have never seen before. As they tackled 
hard and contested hard we managed to snag 7 scoring 
shots to 3 with a goal from Riley E. A wave of chilliness 
engulfed the field in the second half as the boys continued 
their efforts to contest marks and run with the sherrin and 
managed to help Mack snag a goal during the third on his 
50th game. As the final siren sounded, we couldn’t manage 
to get over the line to victory as we came across a very 
evenly skilled team who just got the better of us in the end. 
Bundoora 4 1 25 Ashburton 2 8 20 
Q3: Best players 
Riley E, Mack, Cooper, Matty, Sam Bav, Archie W 
Q4: Goal Kickers 

Mack, Riley E 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Goal of the day goes to Mack for his terrific snap under 
pressure on his 50th game. 
Q6: Play of the day 
This week I did not notice a specific passage of play but 
rather an element of the game which the boys performed 
really well. During the first and third quarter, as soon as the 
footy entered the forward 50, the boys locked it in and hardly 
let the footy out. This resulted in many scoring shots and was 
displayed very well on the weekend. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Mark of the day goes to Matty for a contested mark just 
outside of our forward 50. Matty took the chest mark 
outnumbered 2 to 1 and roosted the sherrin into our forward 
50. 
Q8: Top team player 
Matt 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 
	  

	  

	  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 7.5.47 Camberwell 2.3.15 Well Done Davey, 50 great 
games for the Ashy Redbacks. Today's game was played in 
really difficult conditions, artic cold and a swirling wind. The 
attitude of our boys was first class and this really showed on 
the scoreboard. Our boys were great against the wind, they 
got back to the backline to help teammates and ran to make 
space on the rebound. We lost count of the number of great 
tackles and smothers and the coaches have really got the 
boys focussed on this aspect of the game. We were really 
smart with our ball use with the strong wind and this is where 
we made our hard work count on the scoreboard. The 
message from the coaches was "take your time and find a 
teammate" and this obviously sunk in as the boys were 
patient and made every kick count. 
Q3: Best players 
Green, Swan,Mithen,Yze, Watters,Shinnick, Gorman, Spiteri 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Swan 2, Green 2, Sellers, Yze, Parsons 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Really difficult to pick just one goal of the day, but Noah 
Yze's long range goal was an absolute ripper ( You definitely 
meant to kick that goal Noah) 
Q6: Play of the day 
Lauchie Green fantastic long goal in a swirling wind. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Persistence paid off for Gussy ( great mark and goal ) in 
what was a really difficult day for marking. 
Q8: Top team player 
Davey Swan. Always works hard, does the team things and 
just loves to compete. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Matt 
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Hawthorn Citz 33 def Ashy 31 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Back to back home games wow, with thanks to the Yarra JFL 
fixture gods, we ran out at Burwood determined to continue 
our improvement against Hawthorn. Didn't quite start as we 
hoped with Hawthorn kicking the first two but we had 
seemed good around the ruck contest and also seemed solid 
structurally. We remained hopeful and worked our way back 
into the game. Not with flair necessarily but with guts, 
determination and repeat efforts. We got one back as 
Cooper (borrowed from u10 blacks) finished off a scrappy 
move with a good finish. We missed a few gilt edged 
chances or chose the wrong option, but Charlie settled our 
nerves with a neat set shot. He just doesn't miss them. We 
moved into the second growing in confidence and Luke 
tucked away a goal which sounded to all the world like it was 
touched....half time and ahead, could we hold it. Our third 
quarter could have been a lot better, not only did we not 
score any goals but we conceded a couple and a number of 
behinds. We just couldn't get out of the 50, the wind blew 
strong against us and we went pointless. Was the wind as 
strong in the fourth when it was with us, not sure. We 
seemed to struggle with our confidence and flow until the 
second part of the quarter. Then we clicked, penned them 
into the 50, much as they did to us but we kicked errantly, 
had passed when we could have kicked and vice versa. 
Cooper nabbed another goal, and we were 2 points ahead 
with a minute left. We got out again over the top and we're 
thundering towards the 50 as the siren blew. No guarantee 

we would have scored given the wind and some of our 
kicking but we still felt a bit unlucky but full of hope that we 
could compete at this level. Ashy 31-33 Hawthorn. A 
wonderful end to the game though with our first 50 gamer 
being chaired off through our guard of honour. Well done 
boys, and well done Danny. Our team spirit will sustain us 
through anything and the Ashy spirit embodied by Simon 
Miller and Simon Glover, who gave us Cooper and the very 
able James, lives on brightly. We thank you both sincerely. 
Q3: Best players 
Cam, Danny, Aidan, Spencer, Hugh, Luke, Cooper, James, 
Will SR, Will M, Angus, Charlie 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Cooper 2, Charlie, Luke 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Charlie's clean kick and his commitment to drive back from 
Lorne to get to the game wins it this week. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Hugh's run and carry in the fourth along the edge of the 50 
evading the lunging tackles. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
A dead heat between our 2 smallest players. Cam with a 
flying one hander, Danny who climbed up the Hawthorn 
ladder to grab a screamer. Height doesn't trump guts. 
Q8: Top team player 
Cam. Everywhere. All day. Just outstanding effort, run and 
tackling. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
 
Banyule 39 def Ashy 37 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
The 12 Blacks played their best game of the season on 
Sunday, matching Banyule throughout the four quarters. 
Having been beaten by them in round 1, the team were keen 
to test themselves and try to reverse the result. While it was 
extremely close & Ashy had their chances, the two point loss 
(6-3-39 to 5-7-37) was both a reflection of the game & at the 
same time a clear indication of how much this team has 
improved since the start of the year. All players should be 

praised for their effort & commitment with so many having 
their best game. They are a terrific group to coach and we 
are very proud of how they approach their football. 
Q3: Best players 
Ronan Shaw was outstanding. As a leader, in the midfield & 
in defence, Ronan played his heart out and showed the 
tenacity, skill & determination that continues to drive his 
improvement as a footballer. Jimmy was back to his best in 
the second half, while Josh Y showed why he is so valuable 
to this team & how much we missed him last week. Josh W 
rucked most of the day & competed vigorously at every 
contest, often getting the better of his taller opponent. Great 
work. In his 50th, Corbin displayed the skill & persistence 
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that has marked his season, while Ben, Harry & Finn were 
fantastic, with pressure and run from the backline. Every 
team member contributed and all can be proud of their 
contribution. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Jimmy 2, Ned, Corbin, Angus 1 each. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ned, with his first of the season and the team's first for the 
day, showed poise & confidence when presented with a 
chance close to goal. Continues to flourish as a player and 

adds much to this group with his enthusiasm and desire to 
learn & improve. Awesome effort, Ned. 
Q8: Top team player 
Tom holds our deep defence together most weeks and has 
made huge gains as a footballer this year. Deserves praise 
for his selfless play and for doing his best each game. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
Ashy 91 def Kew Comets 14 
 
Q1: Age group 

• Under 12 Green 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy u12 Green came up against Kew Comets away at 
Victoria Park, the scene of a number of memorable past 
matches for the team. Led onto the field by co-captains Oli 
McKerral and Robbie Cliff the boys got straight into the 
groove of the game with strong tackling across the board, 
and Ollie Hobday doing strong work around the packs along 
with Oli Mc and Ollie Egerton. After some strong resistance 
from the Comets we started to gain the ascendancy with a 
good goal from Ferg Ekins and two long set shots from Luka 
Best. In the second quarter we continued on from our good 
first quarter. Thomas Voller was not only winning the centre 
hit-outs but performing well around the ground. His smart 
boundary ruck work, together with excellent roving and 
positioning by Sean Egan resulted in a goal to Sean. Leigh 
Bouyoukas, Thomas and Flynn Kenny worked the ball out of 
a congested forward pocket well to set up a goal to Zack 
Thurman. Leo Edwards and Ollie E both took strong marks in 
the ‘forward fifty’ and centred the ball to teammates resulting 
in goals to Will McQueen and another one to Zack (who was 
running rampant). Quick ball movement from Charlie 
Matthews and Zack enabled another shot at goal by Luka. 
While the ball didn’t get down the backline much, it was well 
covered when our backline kept to their positions. While Kew 
stepped up their intensity in the third quarter, Ashy Green 
continued to look to pass to teammates in a better position. 
Angus McCleery centred the ball to Flynn at centre-half 
forward who was able to pass it for another Zack goal. While 
Luka also followed up with a snap for his third goal. Leo 
Edwards showed the way with a number of ‘one percenters’ 
(smothers, chasing down his own kick, getting body behind 
the ball), while Robbie Cliff repeatedly laid a number of 
strong tackles. The fourth quarter continued on in a similar 
vein to the third, with Ashy Green having a numerous 

forward entries but missing some chances. Charlie 
Nancarrow passed well to Harry Stack to enable a forward 
entry. Will Mc kicked a good goal following up his ruck work 
with some good work around the ground. Angus got the ball 
forward to Harry Stack in the goal square, who was too 
strong for his opponents and kicked a good goal from short 
range, and followed up with a goal of his own following some 
clever play where we centred the ball to the ‘hotspot’. Ferg 
shrugged a tackle in the forward pocket and snapped a great 
goal to cap off a good win. 
Q3: Best players 
Zack Thurman, Ollie Hobday, Thomas Voller, Luka Best, Leo 
Edwards, Flynn Kenny, Sean Egan, Will McQueen 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Luka Best – 3, Zack Thurman – 3, Ferg Ekins – 2, Will 
McQueen – 2, Sean Egan – 1, Harry Stack – 1, Angus 
McCleery – 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ferg Ekins gathering the ball deep in the forward pocket in 
the last quarter, shrugging a tackle, then snapping the goal 
from a tight angle. Never looked like missing. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Leigh Bouyoukas presented well as a marking option in the 
forward pocket in the second quarter and brought the ball to 
ground, then Thomas Voller smartly worked the ball through 
a congested pack to Flynn Kenny on the boundary who 
centred the ball to Zack Thurman who goaled. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Ollie Egerton for a strong overhead mark up forward in the 
second quarter which set up a goal. 
Q8: Top team player 
Leo Edwards for presenting well as a forward option taking a 
number of strong marks on the forward line, then when 
switched up back did numerous team acts (smothers, putting 
his body on the line) to stop Kew from getting a goal. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Ashy 66 def Macleod 26 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
The Ashy reds ventured out to Macleod for the second time 
in a fortnight with the boys keen to make amends on the 
previous 7 point loss. Lead by Billy Macmillan and Will 
Gossan, the boys were switched on right from the start with a 
real focus on applying pressure across the ground. In a tight 
first quarter, a solitary goal was the difference but the signs 
were really positive. We blew the game open in the second 
kicking a further 3 goals and holding Macleod scoreless. The 
ball movement was most impressive with the boys prepared 
to take risks by switching across the ground with countless 
attacks being set up by our backmen and wingers including 
Noah Carrusso, Oscar White, Alex Karpathakis and Charlie 
Adams. We continued our hard attack on the ball and 
ferocious tackling in the second half and eventually ran out 
40 point winners. Ashy 10.6.66 defeated Macleod 4.2.26 
Q3: Best players 

Lachie Macneil, Luca Kotis, Charlie Hall, Preston Burns, Nick 
Francis, Alex Karpathakis, Sam Mazza 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Lachie Macneil 4, Sam Mazza 2, Billy Macmillan, Bradman 
Docherty, Nick Francis, Henry Lasscock 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Take your pick of one of Lachie Macneils 4 goals! Possibly 
the classy finish in the second. 
Q6: Play of the day 
The ball movement in the third quarter with a mark to Charlie 
Hall who passed to Luca Kotis with a switch to Charlie 
Adams that resulted in a goal to Nick Francis. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
To Preston Burns who took on a much bigger opponent 
without any fear! 
Q8: Top team player 
Jacob Sykes who played his role in the forward line and 
helped create an important goal in the 3rd quarter. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
	  

	  
 
Glen Iris 40 def Ashy 8 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Although we didn’t get the result we wanted the girls played 
with great endeavour thought out the day in some really wet 
and cold conditions. Welcome to Footy. We talked a lot 
about our defensive side of our game pre match and at 
training on Wednesday, it was great to see that played out 
on the day. Glen Iris had 4 to our 1 inside 50 entries and 
struggled to get the goals on the board due to our hard 
fought defence. Lead by Captain Ava who showed great 
leadership by dropping back to the goal line and defending 
whenever the ball came back, Jasmine played another great 
game provide the rebound play from half back, it was great 
to see Ginger getting in and under and stopping her 
opponent and getting the ball out, a potential jack Viney in 
the making. Our smaller player dominated in the wet 
conditions with Sophie P attack on the ball saw her been 
dragged along by the bigger players, Rosie continues to 
improve and is becoming a bit of a goal sneak with our only 
goal in the last quarter, Vice-Captain Issy showing some 

great run off the half back line as well marking and playing 
on to advantage, Ella growing in confidence and attacking 
the ball, Alannah Orla and Jennifer doing the team things 
and defending against often much bigger opponents. We 
also had some good link up play with Jas and Ellie becoming 
a great little combination aka the Krackouer brothers ( they 
are probably not going to know who they are so Steve and 
Damien will need to explain). It was also great to see the 
improvement in Elizabeth coming on in the last quarter and 
having an instant impact, great to see Edwina back from 
injury and getting some important possession for us. Great 
effort girls in trying conditions. 
Q3: Best players 
Jasmine Fleming Ginger McArthur Sophie Pont Elli Haylock 
Rosie Gorman 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Rosie Gorman 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Rosie Gorman 
Q6: Play of the day 
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Jasmine Flemming run off have back handpass to to Elli 
Haylock back to Jasmine and pentrating kick into the forward 
line . 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Isabella Mathews on the wing 

Q8: Top team player 
Ava for doing the team thing and protecting the goal line 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

	  
 
Park Orchards 46 def Ashy 2  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Under 13 Middlewise Accounting Ashy Greens SHARKS 
SMASH SPIDERS! Round 6 Ashburton V Park Orchards 
Sharks Location: Stintons Reserve, Park Orchards This 
week, the team formally known as Ashy Green, took on 
traditional rivals, the Park Orchards Sharks. The game was 
not at their feared home ground, the “Shark Tank” but at their 
‘secondary’ oval, at Stintons reserve. Whilst surrounded by 
high tree lined gully walls in a natural bushland setting, the 
locals pointed out it had only recently been used as a rubbish 
tip with significant methane venting issues, giving the kids 
some extra lift in their jumps on the adjacent BMX track. 
Adding to the Australian Gothic feel and grey skies above, it 
also had the slightly uneasy feeling that if one consulted a 
local historian; the area would prove to be the site of an 
unpleasant encounter between the local indigenous 
residents and European settlers in the 1840s. The Sharks 
themselves were founded in 1991 from the merger of the 
Park Orchards and North Ringwood Parish Junior Football 
Clubs, producing current Swans player defender, Nicholas 
Malceski and the famous Cloke off-spring: Travis and 
brothers Cameron & Jason. Disturbingly, whilst the canteen, 
situated within the Mayor of Doncaster-opened 1986 solid 
brick club house, had a genuine 1980s price list, including a 
$3.00 pie, it also had a level of 80s reliability and had run out 
of said pies along with pasties, sausage rolls and no hot dim 
sims until late in the last Quarter. Despite such an omen, 
Coach ‘Ravishing’ Rod Martin addressed the boys in the 
cramped visitors’ rooms before the match where he urged 
the boys to ‘impact the contest’. Captain ‘Hollywood’ 
Harrison Haintz led the boys out on to the cold but sunny 
ground and initially, it was a very even contest. The play see-
sawed from one end to another, Ashy scoring only a point, 
but with Billy ‘The Butcher’ Branagan and Daniel ‘The 
Colonel’ Hogan working hard in defence, the Sharks also 
only managed a few rushed behinds. Q1. Ashy 0.1. (1) to 
Sharks 0.3. (3) The Second Quarter got off to a rough start 
with the Sharks goaling early and circling back for another 
one in under five minutes. Henry 'IXL' Jones took a great 
mark amongst the onslaught and ‘Danger’ Will Robertson 
took some solid marks in defence, having a tough day with a 
few unlucky decisions against him. The Sharks struck a third 
time despite the efforts of Matthew ‘Mayhem’ Mitchell and 
Hamish ‘The Hammer’ Toohey striving to break through the 
centre. Unrelenting, the Sharks kept pushing forward and 
only the efforts of Joel ‘Buster’ Bennett touching the ball on 

the line stopping another goal. Yet when the siren sounded, 
Ashy had been held scoreless. Q2. Ashy 0.1. (1) to Sharks 
3.4. (22) The sun remained out for half time and Third 
Quarter got underway. Your correspondent had been 
embedded in the Stintons oval time keepers and scoreboard 
facility. Similar to the Federal budget night lock up, we were 
there in isolation to focus on impending serious news but 
unfortunately, our desperate signals to the crowd around the 
club house for hot dim sims were to no avail. Joel ‘Mopsy’ 
McMahen and Oscar Boulter were good in the half backline 
trying to get through to the centre field and Ashy finally 
registered another score, a point. Tom Martin had a good 
burst in the mid field and Cameron Witt took a great mark in 
defence, but another Shark goal got through. Q3. Ashy 0.2. 
(2) to Sharks 4.6. (30) Dark clouds thickened overhead and 
the Umpire was keen to get the last Quarter started, but the 
speed of the dawdling parents ambling off the field was 
reminiscent of the beloved Glacier Brothers training team 
from last year’s U12s. Finally underway, the rain began with 
big heavy drops in concert with the match. The Sharks didn’t 
muck around, scoring a goal at the 4 minute mark. Oscar 
Boulter in the back pocket, ‘Hollywood’ Harrison Haintz and 
Ed ‘Chainsaw’ Dunlop had their work cut out in defence as 
the rain really began to pelt down. Billy ‘the Butcher’ 
remained fearless, throwing himself into the play – it was a 
good thing his mother was not around to witness such 
reckless abandon, but Ashy continued to struggle overall. 
Light headed from a general lack of sustenance, this 
correspondent was tempted to ‘accidently’ lean on the siren 
switch, but the clock ticked over soon enough. Unfortunately 
it had been no picnic at Hanging Rock and the boys had 
struggled against a class outfit in Park Orchards. Keep in 
there Ashy! Final Score: Ashy 0.2. (2) to Sharks 6.10. (46) 
Q3: Best players 
Billy Branagan, Angus Dixon & Will Robinson. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Joel ‘Buster’ Bennett with mad sprint to the goal square and 
an ‘Inspector Gadget’ extending arm to deflect an otherwise 
certain Sharks goal on the line. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Under very close pressure and with a wet ball, a solid safe 
chest mark to Billy ‘The Butcher’ Branagan in the last 
Quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Given the predicted poor weather forecast and the staging of 
the Ashy Gala the night before, Team Manager Kamahl had 
been inundated with requests NOT to play this weekend. 
However Fiona Mitchell bravely put herself forward as runner 
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and Simon ‘I know nuthink’ Hogan stepped up as goal 
umpire in the face of a potentially challenging day. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Other (please specify)Jason Boulter 

	  

	  
 
Templetowe 60 def Ashy 38 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
It was a different start to Game day than usual with the boys 
styling their hair and polishing their boots in preparation for 
the team photo. After a few happy snaps, the boys made 
their way to Ferndale to host last year's Premiers, 
Templestowe. The team knew they needed to be switched 
on from the first to the last play to be competitive, and 
accordingly started well against a strong breeze, and very tall 
opposition. Displaying excellent composure, the boys held off 
a Templestowe attack and turned defence into attack 
through overlap and link up play which resulted in Alex 
Temmhoff taking a solid contested mark and slotting the goal 
as all good forwards should. Although trailing marginally at 
the end of the quarter, the boys had the belief that if they 
continued to apply pressure they could match it with a well 
drilled and skilful opposition. Unfortunately the boys were 
caught napping at the start of Q2 with Templestowe kicking 3 
quick and very easy goals under little pressure to put a gap 
in the scoreline and go into halftime 27 points up. The half 
time break was a good opportunity for the boys to gather 
their thoughts and also be challenged by the Coaches to 
increase their run, pressure and 1 percenters in the second 
half. The team responded all over the ground, with the boys 
increasing their work-rate, second efforts and tackling to 
send Tempelstowe a strong message that our boys have 
pride in the Ashy jumper and will not lay down. The 
endeavour and team play the boys showed in H2 was very 
pleasing and was rewarded as they outscorded 

Templestowe 28 to 23. Although not enough to come away 
with the 4 points, the boys learnt another valuable lesson on 
their football development journey - which was to ALWAYS 
be switched on because if they aren't it will cost them the 
game. We are confident the boys will take that message into 
our next game and will be keen to respond in the right way. 
Q3: Best players 
Matt Jefferson, Will Hine, Connor Ferguson, Oli Malki, Finn 
Jessen, Finn Haylock, James Davies, A. Temmhoff 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
A. Temmhoff 2, P. Baker 1, C. Ferguson 1, M. Jefferson 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Connor Ferguson - after sharking the loose ball at full speed 
40m out, steadied and with composure kicked a brilliant 
running goal 
Q6: Play of the day 
Matt Jefferson - after contesting the centre square bounce, 
was alert enough to run down and help the backline and 
stopped a certain goal by taking a great pack mark on the 
goal line 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Alex Temmhoff - after contesting hard all game against a 
very disciplined full back, was rewarded with two solid 
contested marks which he slotted through 
Q8: Top team player 
Will Hine - for constantly doing the grunt work to give the 
team first use and get the ball moving forward 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 
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Doncaster 61 def Ashy 14 
 

	  

 
Ashy 75 def Surrey Park 8  
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Well what a match in very cold and wet conditions. But that 
didn't stop the boys who played dry weather footy all day and 
never let Surrey Park into the game. Our boys were sore 
after the game, but the way they through themselves into the 
contest was fantastic. We challenged the boys about being 
first to the contest - and they didn't let us down. Our 
accuracy was a bit off, but it was raining and to still register 
30 scoring shots to three represented hard work across the 
field. Great effort lads keep it up. 
Q3: Best players 
Finally it was a 4qtr all round team effort this week. Great 
stuff lads 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Gareth x 2 Christian x 2 Oli x 2 Jack Aiden Woodsy 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Jack Alsop's old school torpedo post high from 40 metres 
out. 
Q6: Play of the day 
A couple of Thomas Mclellans long runs off the wing and 
driving it long in the forward line. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
A fast leading grab by Jordy Woods bursting out forward line 
in the pouring rain 
Q8: Top team player 
Harry Peitsch and Hudson Clooney fantastic co - captain 
games. Lead from the from all day. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Preston Bullants 81 def Ashy 37 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
After a week of seeking players and putting a team together 
due to being hit with injuries, our boys gave it their best but 
fell well short in the end. The first quarter showed potential 
but we could not match it with 18 players vs their 24 players. 
Fresh legs prevailed. 
Q3: Best players 
Brownie, Hynes, Tommy, Briggs, Harro, Meachy 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Petro, Meachy, Joey, Trica, Brownie 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Petro from the boundary 
Q6: Play of the day 
Hynes - He was on fire - zigging and zagging in and out of 
packs 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Brownie - Between two much larger kids. 
Q8: Top team player 
Gooch - Giving it everything in the backline 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

	  

	  
 
St Marys 158 def Ashy 2 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
The U15 Girls traveled out to Greensborough for the late 
match on Sunday afternoon, with a few players back from 
last week and some determination to play hard and be 
rowdy. We started well in the first quarter with both teams 
scrapping hard for the ball and lots of stoppages. In the 
second quarter St Mary's really got on top of us out of the 
midfield and were able to put our defense under continued 
pressure and score almost at will. After a reset at half time 
the Ashy girls made life much more difficult for the opposition 
around the contest, and we did slow their scoring down. Our 
last quarter was similar with the ball in our forward line for 

extended periods without us being able to get one through 
the big sticks. 
Q3: Best players 
Aleisha, Erin, Charlie L, Jacquie & Charlie B were some of 
our better players. 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
No joy this week 
Q6: Play of the day 
How the girls reset at half time, stayed positive and kept 
challenging the opposition was most pleasing. 
Q8: Top team player 
Jasmine for her eagerness to have a role in the back line for 
the last quarter, and her efforts with the ball coming in 
repeatedly. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 12.11 Park Orchards 0.0 A good performance in the 
end from the team- the midfield and defence working hard to 
mop up the very few scoring thrusts from the opposition. 
Eventually with the forward line open the boys kicked goals 
but must still ensure that its not too crowded, use the linking 
players to find space. But 6 goals in the last quarter was 
reward for good structured footy, and the coaches were able 
to swing a few boys through unfamiliar positions as the game 
wore on. 
Q3: Best players 
Team effort 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Quinn 3, Joe 1, Jack P 1, Darcy F 1, Matt 1, Haydos 1, Luke 
A 1, Keegan 1, Kieran N 1, Will M 1. 

Q5: Goal of the day 
Luke A in last qtr, running goal, evaded 2 tackles, sold the 
candy and kicked truly from a tight angle 
Q6: Play of the day 
Will G- body on line- great tackle in 3rd q and followed up 
with 2nd & 3rd efforts. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Joe Hunts fingertipper in 2nd quarter. 
Q8: Top team player 
Jack P- 100 great games - kicked a big long goal in 1st qtr 
and very settled later in defence- always team focussed. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Team Manager 
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Ashy 72 def St Marys 52 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
A ripping win for the U 14 Red side. A nervous start as St 
Mary's had obviously improved and they dominated the first 
5 minutes. In seasons past this could have been a catalyst. 
Ashy settled and always looked the better side after this. The 
intent all day and relentless tackling from our boys was 
special as St Mary's had many strong full developed players. 
Excellent goal kicking and selfless team play also a highlight. 
The belief and feeling between the boys this year is a sign of 
maturity as we were down to 18 fit players from the second 
quarter. The last quarter was a bit of a fizzer but again 
showed maturity in the boys shutting out the game giving the 
opposition no sniff of any revival as St Mary's became 
undisciplined. Big game next week against the old rivals Kew 
Rovers. 
 
 
 

Q3: Best players 
Ryan Walsh Ethan Boal Tom Docherty George Bacolas 
Ryan Valentine Dylan Thomas Callum Ross Fraser Rosman 
Nick Bennett Oscar Buckley 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Ryan Valentine 3 Karl Worner 2 Ethan Boal 2 Brayden 
Fleming 1 Lachie Mackintosh 1 Dylan Thomas 1 Oscar 
Buckley 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Ethan Boal - Banana from the boundary 
Q6: Play of the day 
Every players relentless Tackling - forcing the umpire to pay 
holding the ball. 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Oscar Buckley 
Q8: Top team player 
Tom Docherty 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 

 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Ashy 10.17.73 v Whitehorse Colts 1.1.7 Cold windy winters 
day saw the girls waste opportunities early in the 1st quarter 
to lead at the 1st break 1.7 to 0.0 After that the girls knuckled 
down and started to share the ball around by hand and foot. 
Positional changes were needed to keep the girls warm They 
are slowly getting out of 2nd gear and starting to put pedal 
down. Camberwell next week 
Q3: Best players 
Georgia Margie Sally Alex Steph Hunt Hanna Xavo 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Georgia 5 Sally 3 Grace1 Jen 1 
Q5: Goal of the day 
All 5 kicked by Georgia Always on the run and kicking long 
Q6: Play of the day 

Steph Hunt pass to Sally at Fill Foward Turned on her left 
and slotted 1 of her 3 goals in last quarter MAY HAVE 
FOUND A NEW FF Also Steph Cooper left foot centering 
pass to Sally on last quarter Not sure if she is right or left foot 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Xavo full back Running back with the flight if ball Arms 
extended didn't flinch 
Q8: Top team player 
Jemma an Steph Cooper Were both not having the best of 
days But persisted and got them selves back into it 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Q2: Match Review Summary 
One of the most hard fought games a football I've ever seen. 
Our boys had a rematch against a Bulleen side who 
embarrassed us in round 2. At half time, nothing had gone 
our way and we found ourselves down 25 points. The third 
term was a different story, we kicked 5 goals to none and 
went into the final break up by a goal. After playing what was 
the most physical, tough and elite quarter of footy I've seen 
from the boys. The final term was a total arm wrestle, we had 
some chances, they had some chances, it came down to the 
final 10 seconds. We had a 5 point lead, deep In our 
defensive 50, only seconds left, following a ball up game an 
incredible controversial decision that gave bulleen a free kick 
and a 50 metre penalty, handing them the game after the 
final siren. It was one of the most heart breaking scenes in 
junior footy you could imagine, the boys had battled so hard 

to get back into that game and deserved to get the victory, 
unfortunately it wasn't to be. We will get em next time. 
Q3: Best players 
James Ritchie Nik Dekas Jon Mastoras Alex Hamlyn Harry 
Attard 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
Nik Dekas 3 Cooper McNamara Riley Harrick 
Q5: Goal of the day 
Nik Dekas sinking his 3rd goals in the 3rd quarter 
Q6: Play of the day 
Nik Dekas sinking his 3rd goal of the 3rd quarter 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Stork through the middle in the final term to set us up with a 
shot on goal 
Q8: Top team player 
James Ritchie doing all the hard work in and under 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
	  

	  
 
Parkside 79 v Ashy 29 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
An extremely hard and disappointing day for the boys this 
week after it was looking like a lot of promise leading into the 
game. The other team had 16 players and came out firing 
with them jumping out to a 5 goal to 1 lead followed by 
another strong performance in the second half to see them 
ahead at the main break 7 goals to 2. While we were playing 
with 16 as well it was a very hard day for the boys not 
sticking to the structures that we had tried to set up 
throughout the week resulting in a very lacklustre effort from 
most. At the start of the second half we were up a number 
with 16-15 players on field and we unfortunately had another 
5 goals scored against us and couldn't stick to the 
fundamental things required to get the job done. The 
positives out of this game is that there is always next week 
and all that we need is the mental attitude to improve and 
then the boys will be much better this week at home. 
 
 

 
Q3: Best players 
S. Karvellas T. Oliver N. Blizzard 
Q4: Goal Kickers 
M. Augerinos J. White H. Serpell M. West 
Q5: Goal of the day 
With movement of the football very hard to come by the boys 
were able to work the ball out of defence with great poise 
and control to see them hit inside 45s along with great quick 
movement. This resulted in our only really strong chain of 
possession leading to the best goal that we had for the day. 
Q6: Play of the day 
With movement of the football very hard to come by the boys 
were able to work the ball out of defence with great poise 
and control to see them hit inside 45s along with great quick 
movement. This resulted in our only really strong chain of 
possession leading to the best goal that we had for the day. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Coach 
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Glen Iris 49 def Ashy 30 
 
Q2: Match Review Summary 
Our neighbours in Glen Iris have become the team we most 
like to compete against. This could be due to our close rivalry 
last year when we beat them to make it into the grand final or 
just plain old neighbouring suburb rivalry like Carlton vs. 
Collingwood. Any way last Sunday was no exception. 
Unfortunately, like all our losses this year, we made hard 
work for ourselves when we let Glen Iris get off to a three 
unanswered goal head start. Whilst we (again) turned the 
tide in the subsequent quarters to match Glen Iris in most 
aspects the damage had been done. The challenge for the 
team and coaching staff is to overcome our first quarter 
doldrums. Final score was Ashburton 4:6 - 30 to Glen Iris 7:7 
- 49 
Q3: Best players 
Victoria, Gemma W, Olivia J, Ila, Gigi, Lyssie, Lucy, Tayla 
and Ash 

Q4: Goal Kickers 
Lyssie 2 goals, Bella and Jess M 1 goal each. 
Q5: Goal of the day 
A great team effort with the ball moving from half back via 
Lyssie to Gigi to Gemma W to Vic to Bella who kicked for 
goal. 
Q6: Play of the day 
Refer goal of the day 
Q7: Mark of the Day 
Lucy D. Playing at half half back marked an incoming Glen 
Iris ball amongst a pack of Glen Iris players. 
Q8: Top team player 
Olivia Jacka is one of the newer players to the team who is 
still developing her skills. She played selfless and committed 
team footy. She was often observed hunting the ball at the 
bottom of contests. 
Q9: Completed by 

• Assistant Coach 

	  

	  


